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ABSTRACT

In this project, three phosphors (RGB: blue, green and red) excited by near UV-light are investigated. Those phosphors are specially selected for the use of producing white-light with a UV-based LED. The project aim is to obtain a mixture of RGB phosphors emitting white light with adjustable color-standardizing CIE coordinates and comparable intensity to the commercial fixed-cool-white-color product (Blue LED with YAG:Ce yellow phosphor). In order to achieve the aim, luminescence mechanism and characteristics of phosphors are studied.

For luminescence mechanism, general theories of energy transfer and absorption and emission processes in the rare earth ions were studied. The electronic transitions in a specific rare earth ion (Europium – Eu$^{2+}$ and Eu$^{3+}$), which was used as luminescence centers in our UV-excited phosphors, were focused. Then, phosphors with varies of doping Europium concentration in different hosts were synthesized for analysis. Optimization in synthesis process and conditions were done in advance. These included methods comparison, annealing temperature evaluation and study of grinding effect. After that, a detail study on optical properties among the phosphors was done according to series of measurement results – SEM photos, XRD patterns, PL and PLE spectrum and luminescence lifetime. Three RGB phosphors with intense emission in visible-light region were finally selected. A white light emitting LED with tunable CIE coordinates, especially in warm-white-color region, was successfully fabricated with the three RGB phosphors.
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